
'A DISGRACE TO THE TOWN': AYLESBURY CHURCH AND ITS RESTORATION BY GEORGE GILBERT SCOTT 
GEOFF BRANDWOOD 

When restoration work began on StMary's, Aylesbury, late in 1849, it was evidently not before time: the building was generally thought to be on the brink of collapse. Dr Brandwood here describes the practical, financial and architectural problems that confronted the restoration committee and the architect, and how they were solved with characteristic Victorian energy and self-confidence. 
On the morning of 28 September 1869 Samuel Wilberforce, the Bishop of Oxford, took to the pulpit in Aylesbury parish church to preach on the text 'Then cometh an end' .1 The end that he and the congregation had in mind was the restoration of the building under the direction of the great Victorian architect, George Gilbert Scott. The work had lasted for twenty years, had cost some £15,000, and had transformed the building from a dilapidated one with old-fashioned furnishings and serious structural problems into a model of Victorian ecclesiastical propriety. 
The scheme is of some importance because it concerned the parish church of the county town, a large cruciform building of the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, and becausf1 of the survival of a large body of very detailed documentary material in the parish papers down to 1854. These are now deposited in the County Record Office and can be supplemented from local newspaper accounts and other sources. The story is one of a dedicated attempt on the part of two vicars, leading townspeople, and a committed architect to give the town a worthy parish church. 

Aylesbury church in the 1840s 
'The condition of the Parish Church [is] a disgrace to the town,' one man told the vestry meeting convened in 1849 to consider its poor condition and find funds for restoration.2 Another even suggested it be 
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pulled down and a new one erected instead. Part of the problem was that the furnishings no longer accorded with mid-nineteenth-century taste. High boxpews covered the church and spread up to the communion rail. They were occupied by individuals who had exclusive use of them and who had embellished them in a variety of ways, as Aylesbury's historian, Robert Gibbs, later noted- 'some were lined with blue cloth and bedizened with an abundance of large brass-headed nails; others would be scarlet; green baize was the prevailing "comfort", whilst some of less pretensions were satisfied with paint.'3 The pulpit was of the three-decker variety with a sounding-board. There were galleries in the aisles, and the chancel arch was almost blocked off by a gallery. Until its recent removal to the west end the organ had been housed there. 'The psalms about to be sung were published on the panels in front of the ... gallery; these panels were made to open inwards, and the organist had a supply of shifting figures, which he placed into a groove and on closing the panel the announcement of the psalms was made. This plan was like the one now in use for publishing the score at a cricket match. '4 

The south wall of the chancel had been rebuilt in brick and the thirteenth-century east window had been replaced by a 'debased' Perpendicular one. 'The south transept resembled a marine store [which] was then used as a receptacle of all the paraphernalia of the parish Fire Brigade. Three lumberirig old fire engines were kept there, long ladders, drags [presum-
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Plate 1. StMary's, Aylesbury, before Scott's restoration. Del et sculpt: N. Whittock 



ably for removing burning thatch], lengths of hose, a great lot of Sun Fire Office buckets, and firemen's helmets; also these gravedigger's tools, the parish bier, trestles, and a great wooden hut which was used by the minister at funerals in bad weather. '5 During the Napoleonic Wars gunpowder for local regiments had been stored in the church. Apart from the ecclesiological horrors there were practical considerations. A letter of 1848 to Thomas Tindal, one of the churchwardens, describes how thirty poor people left the church one day as they were unable to find places to sit down. 6 The correspondent reported how one woman, having suffered terribly from drafts, went with others to neighbouring village churches instead. Another, who was evidently more persevering, was quoted as saying 'I have suffered so muchI fear this attendance will lay me up.' 
But much worse was the problem of structural failure. As far back as 17 65, a report prepared by 'Mr. Keen, the surveyor' showed the church was in a very unsafe condition. 7 This must have been Henry Keene, the architect of the important early Gothic Revival church at Hartwell (1753-5) and who also remodelled Hartwell House (1759-63) and the church tower at High Wycombe (1755). However, there is no evidence of work resulting from this, though, by 1768, a letter in the Lee (of Hartwell) MSS makes it clear that extensive building activity was going on in the chancel. 8 This might well be the date of the brickwork in the south wall mentioned above. A few slight improvements were carried out in the very early 1840s but the first serious attempt to address the difficulties was when the Oxford architect, John Plowman was called in.9 He reported in 1843 that the piers of the arcades had sunk and leaned 'at least seven inches to the west.' 10 To support the tower massive buttresses had been installed, apparently blocking half the east bays of the arcades. Various arches adjoining the transepts were 'walled up with rough masonry' and the medieval nave roof was concealed by a plaster ceiling. Also the timbers of the spire were in poor condition and Plowman recommended its removal and the rehanging of the bells in a heightened tower. 
Still nothing was done but in May 1847 a report was provided by the London architect and Royal Academy Gold Medallist, William Grellier, who noted the problems of the foundations, recommended reroofmg, reseating, and, like Plowman be-
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fore him, the removal of the spire and raising the tower. 11 At a vestry meeting in October that year a report from Plowman was circulated in which he referred ruefully to his earlier submission over four years before and said that 'unless certain repairs, which I had suggested at that time, were undertaken, [the tower] would become dangerous.' 12 On a visit in 1846 he had believed the north-west pier of the tower to be insecure 'and is daily sinking'. 13 

By early 1848 a Restoration Committee had been formed. In March workmen were removing the lath and plaster ceiling in the chancel, and the internal medieval arcading on the north wall was revealed. 14 
On the same wall traces of 'a series of paintings in distemper' came to light15 but there is no indication that they could be saved. All this work was probably instigated by the vicar, J.R. Pretyman. An appeal was now made in the press by the Restoration Committee 'to members of the Church' to encourage, shame and cajole them into giving support by calling up all the arguments that could possibly be mustered.l6 It is a classic of its type and worthy of quoting at length: 

'As townspeople, it should be our pride to set off to its best advantage, what is in itself a really beautiful building, - the most magnificent church in the county. 
'Churchmen, it is our plain duty to make it as worthy as possible to its heavenly object, as conveniently adapted to its sacred purpose of prayer and praise, as its size and construction admit of. 
'In matters of taste and Architectural propriety, the Restoration Committee will be guided by the best obtainable and professional advice. In regard to the health and comfort of the worshippers, and a proper performance of religious services, every care will be taken to secure warmth, dryness, ventilation, commodiousness, and convenience for hearing, kneeling and sitting. 
'It is scarcely possible to overstate the unwholesomeness of its present condition, the unsightliness and inconvenience of its present arrangements .... 
'The example has been set, not only by the humble churchgoers of many a rural village, including several in this county, whose poverty ~as proved no obstacle to success.' 



The appointment of Scott 
In July a vestry meeting, with Pretyman in the chair, was held to discuss matters. 17 Plowman's report was put before the meeting and estimated repairs at£1 ,250 for underpinning the tower and heightening it. A further£ 1, 700 would be needed for restoring the tower and nave. The question of whether anyone else had been consulted was raised and it was mentioned that the vicar and Restoration Committee had been in touch with George Gilbert Scott who 'in the main' agreed with Plowman's findings. In August 1848 the Committee decided to recommend Scott for the work. 18 

The reason for the change is not made clear but must have had to do with the fact that major works were going to be required and that the opinion of someone of Scott's eminence was thought desirable. By this time he was still only 37 but had a string of new churches and restorations to his credit. In 1844 he had won the competition for the church of St Nicholas in Hamburg and in 1847 had secured the first of many cathedral restorations (at Ely). He had been born in Buckinghamshire, the son of the vicar of Gawcott, and it was in that area that he developed an early enthusiasm for old churches. During his lifetime he was to carry out twenty church restoration schemes plus several other works in the county. 19 It was in Aylesbury in 1848 that he gave an important lecture to this society, which found its way into print in 1850 as a book called A Plea for the Faithful Restoration of our Ancient Churches. The exact timing of the lecture in relation to his early involvement with Aylesbury church is not certain. Scott was later to call it' a somewhat impassioned protest against the destructiveness of the prevailing restorations' .20 
Ironically, and not without some justice, Scott himself came to be associated with excessive restoration, even though he maintained that such a view was unfair. The argument can be studied to good effect at Aylesbury because, although there is no denying that major works were urgently needed, they are more visually obvious than a restorer of 50 years later would have allowed. The replacement, say, of the unfashionable Perpendicular east window was fully justifiable for Scott as was the 'tidying up' of decayed masonry. 

When he was brought in, Scott was aware of a certain delicacy in the situation. He said that he was 
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sensitive to Plowman's position, knew the man, and had met him several timesY Scott pointed out that Plowman must have put in a lot of work but he was assured, unlikely as it may seem, that there was no conflict of interestY At all events he made a very thorough survey of the church in the middle of October. His survey fee of £25 covered 2\lz days of his own time and expenses plus three days of an assistant's time and included the writing of the report. 23 

This report was impressively detailed, carefully argued, and must have helped confirm the Committee's desire to appoint Scott. Like Plowman's report of 1843 it was printed in extenso in the local press and this joumaP4 Scott showed how the problems with the tower piers wer:e caused by poor foundations consisting of 'merely loose stones and earth ... without any cementing material.' Added to this 'the piers of the tower are of a material far too soft for their comparatively small dimensions and the vast weight they have to support ... [so] that the piers crushed and spread out at the same time.' He went on to show how failure occurred at a very early date and how measures were taken over time to try and arrest the problems. He proposed reconstruction of the tower piers, restoring the nave piers to the upright, replacing the nave roof as it was too far rotted, and the removal of the galleries. Significantly, there was no mention of the removal of the spire. With all this done, 'from one of the most ruinous, it would become one of the prettiest Parish Churches in the kingdom.' In his Recollections Scott recounted 'a good joke' which he attributed to the warnings in his report. Mr Pretyman was evidently annoyed by the clock striking twelve during the communion service and the sexton had rigged up a fastening to the clapper and attached it to a pew beneath the tower. 'The clock made violent spasmodic efforts to strike twelve, and at every abortive stroke, it lifted the comer of the crazy old pew, and let it down again. The congregation, fresh from the alarm caused by my report, came to the instinctive conclusion that the tower was coming down, and . . . rushed from the supposed falling church en masse.' 25 

In November Scott recommended closing the church, so bad was its condition. He noted, 'I consider the fall of the tower as an event which must happen [his emphasis] if proper measures are not taken. '26 The church was duly closed for services and the Archdeacon agreed that the inner court of the 



County Hall should be used instead.27 However, it seems that Scott may not yet have been appointed formally as architect since his letter acknowledging this appointment is not dated until April 1849. In which he stated his terms as five per cent commission on the value of the work, plus travelling expenses.28 

Getting started 
Before the work could begin there were the important matters of raising funds and choosing a contractor to be organised. The Archdeacon had agreed to the idea of raising a mortgage in the form of Exchequer bills on the security of the church rates, a system what was used occasionally to fmance church restorations before the abolition of legally enforceable church rates in 1868.29 Loans against the rates had already been employed at Aylesbury earlier in the century when, in 1827,£1,000 was secured and, again, in 1828, a further £200, both sums being repaid over a ten-year period. 30 There had been some cases of proceedings against non-payers in the 1840s in Aylesbury but the church rate question does not seem to have produced quite the fury it did in some larger towns with large numbers of vociferous Nonconformist opponents. The fact that the church was in a terrible state must have stimulated support but there was also a scarcely veiled threat that, if the rate wasn't agreed and the work started, there could be proceedings instigated in the Ecclesiastical Courts to compel the much-needed repairs. 31 Although it was a parish's legal duty to keep its church (normally excluding the chancel) in repair, it was far from clear how this was to be enforced. As the parishioners of Aylesbury sat down to debate the rate, the notorious drawn-out Braintree Case was churning through innumerable courts in an attempt to settle the matter. This case was held up as a warning at Aylesbury as it was feared compulsion could be exerted to enforce repairs. Eventually the Braintree Case ended up with the legal nonsense that, although a parish was obliged to k~ep its church in repair, there was no-one who could compel it to do so.32 However, that was not until1853 by which time the first phase of the Aylesbury restoration was already completed. This became financially possible because, despite some opposition from Nonconformists, the parishioners of Aylesbury agreed, after a vestry meeting on 22 March 1848, to borrow £3,000 over ten years on the security of the rates.33 By 1850 the rate was paid by some I ,030 people. 34 
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The Restoration Committee also actively sought funds from the spring of 1848 by that most popular means for restoring the Victorian church, the subscription list. The vicar, J.R. Pretyman, subscribed £50 himself, Thomas Tindal, one of the churchwardens, £50, William Rickford of Rickford and Hunt, the bankers, £100, his partner Z.D. Hunt, the other churchwarden, £50, Lord Carington £50, and some of the wealthier townspeople similar or lesser amounts.35 Clergymen in neighbouring areas contributed too, as did the Bishops of Oxford and Ely (the latter, Dr Harold Browne, being a native of Aylesbury). Most of the sums were often pounds or less but subscriptions came from as far afield as Norfolk, Tottenham, London and Huntingdonshire, presumably from individuals who had connections with the town. By July 1849 some £1,400 had been subscribed and eventually some £2,000 was raised. 
As was usual the main contractor was selected by tender. Five tenders appear to have been submitted in May 1849 for the chief works and they varied considerably in value up to £4,319.36 The contract, dated 20 November 1849, was let to William Cooper of Derby for the much lower sum of £2,744.37 The tender list shows how the prospective contractors were based mostly at quite distant places, including a firm well-known in the Leicestershire area, Broadbent & Hawley. Others were John Wheeler & Sons of Reading, William Read of London, and Thomas Burton of London. 38 An interesting entrant was Plowman & Luck of Oxford, the former partner being the John Plowman who had undertaken the survey work before Scott came on the scene. The firm was clearly capable of combining the roles of architect and builder in the common early nineteenth-century way (just as Broadbent & Hawley did when they designed and built Anstey church in Leicestershire in 1845-6). Plowman & Luck had been reluctant to enter the bidding but Scott actually encouraged then to do so.39 However, their tender was the highest of all, they were not selected and in due course there was to follow a little unpleasantness. Clearly Plowman felt he was owed money for his earlier efforts and a solicitor's letter was sent in in Aprill850 to the Restoration Committee demanding settlement.40 Plowman said he was owed £170.41 The Committee was adamant that it was not liable for a matter which dated way back before it was formed. The affair dragged on for several months and the final outcome is not clear though some sort of compromise is implied in the documents. 



The Restoration Committee was understandably cautious in parting with its money. It insisted on going into the minutiae of what Scott would claim as expenses42 and had no intention of letting the contract without checking out the suitability of the tenderers. Scott wrote explaining that Broadbent & Hawley had worked for him at Temple Balsall church (Warwickshire), that Wheeler had done restoration work in Berkshire, that Cooper had worked in Watford and elsewhere, and so on.43 Further checks were carried out on Cooper and references provided, one of them from a gentleman who evidently knew Thomas Tindal.44 This noted that Cooper had several contracts in hand, the largest of which was the Derbyshire Lunatic Asylum. Scott also felt it necessary to establish the credentials of his clerk of the works, Charles Hannum. In November 1849 he wrote explaining that Ham1um had 'just completed a work of the same nature' at Ellesmere in Shropshire. 45 This had been an extensive restoration in 1847-9 which, apart from rebuilding the aisles, required the rebuilding of the bases of the central tower- something that was going to be necessary at Aylesbury.46 Later on the Committee was, of course, very insistent that Hannum approved Cooper's work before payments were made.47 

The works of 1849-55 
Work probably began right at the end of 1849.1t went on in various stages until 1855 though the congregation was able to return to the church. for services on Whit Sunday 1851. The first years were occupied with major structural repairs, the later ones by furnishing schemes. The most urgent job was to ensure structural stability. The piers of the tower were removed and rebuilt one by one, the superstructure being shored up as the work proceeded. New foundations were put in and hard Derbyshire stone replaced the soft local stone piers. Similarly the arcades were rebuilt and returned to the vertical. The nave roof was reconstructed and the cracked parts of the tower staircase and the walls above were repaired. Repairs were also carried out to the transepts, the aisle roofs were repaired, and flooring was put in together with a new heating system. 
Early on Scott had to deal with the question of what to do with the unusual lead-covered spire. Plowman had proposed its removal and in March 1850 eighteen people submitted an appeal to the 
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same effect.48 Scott's response was interesting because, although he regarded it as post-medieval and thought the tower had once been higher and topped by a more conventional spire, he strongly opposed the destruction of the existing structure. He noted 'a spire is an essential feature of a tower of this character and though the present one is of a rude form and the work of an age not favoured for good taste, it still lli a spire and, as such, is infmitely preferable to nothing at all. '49 Fortunately this counsel prevailed and the spire was in due course restored. The galleries and high box-pews, so loathed by Scott and his generation, had been ejected and in September 1851 Scott was able to say that Cooper had completed his contract. 50 

1852 saw the installation of a new pulpit carved by the local craftsman W.W. ThompsonofAylesbury,51 
and thoughts turned to the matter of seating since the church was then provided with 'a heterogeneous assortment of chairs'. 52 In May 1852 it was agreed by the vestry that seating should be funded by voluntary contributions. Progress was slow but gathered momentum when a new vicar, Archdeacon Edward Bickersteth, took over the following year.53 A new Restoration Committee was formed consisting of Bickersteth and sixteen others, including the wealthy Acton Tindal, son of Thomas Tindal, the former churchwarden, whohaddiedin 1850.54 TheCommittee raised some £2,000, including a grant of £230 from the Incorporated Church Building Society. This Society had not contributed previously to any of the work because in the mid-nineteenth century it only made grants if free seating was being increased. The earlier works at Aylesbury had been concerned with repairs, not seating. An approach to the Society as early as 1851 in respect of Scott's proposals envisaged a great increase in free seats from only 55 to 508 (including 208 children's seats). In all the new scheme provided 1020 places, 251 more than previously. 55 In the end 521 free and children's seats were created, the great majority of them facing north and south in the transepts and the crossing. 56 The plan shows a very typical mid-Victorian scheme where the body of the church is crammed with open benches. The reseating was fmally complete in 1854 and, like the pulpit, was executed by W. W. Thompson. 57 

There then followed about £1,000 of work on the chancel which was reopened in 1855. The chancel 



was not the responsibility of the parish and records of how the work was funded are lacking. 
The restoration of the 1860s58 

Although much was done between 1849 and 1855 to make the church structurally sound and to have it properly appointed, little had been done to restore the outside. Scott produced a report on 7 November 1864 which was considered at a public vestry meeting in July the following year. A Restoration Committee was set up in the usual way and the decision taken to raise the necessary funds by voluntary means rather than through the church rates. 
By September£1,558 had been subscribed and in the spring of 1866 the first stage - the restoration of the west end - was embarked upon. The liberal coatings of rough-cast and the plinths of Roman cement applied in the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries were stripped away and stone facing applied. The buttresses were rebuilt in stone and the plinths renewed. Pinnacles were placed on the west gable and figures of the Virgin and Child were iiistalled in a niche over the west window. 
The post-medieval windows on the north side of the church were removed and replaced by new ones designed by Scott in a Perpendicular style. A further 'debased' window in the north transept was taken out and, in this case, replaced by a Decorated one of Scott's design. The transepts, clerestory and chancel were restored, and the buttresses of the chancel were rebuilt. The side windows in the chancel were renewed too without altering the original design but the Perpendicular east window was taken out and replaced by three lancets.59 

During the restoration of the Lady chapel a crypt was found beneath it. There was much speculation as to its origins and the suggestion was put forward, probably by Edward Bickersteth, that 'it is not impossible that it may have been the very site of the Saxon building where St Osyth is said to have been buried in the ninth century.'60 Such early origins are unlikely but the discovery of numerous bones (reinterred in the churchyard) does suggest a charnel house at some stage. 
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The restoration of the tower and its turret was a major undertaking. The stonework was rebuilt and a new parapet provided to an embattled design that Scott believed to represent the original. The spire, fifteen inches out of the perpendicular, was rebuilt, the lead covering recast and replaced. Beyond the church itself the churchyard was levelled and lowered by up to three feet in places. The final work was the building of a lean-to roof to Scott's design on the small chapel between the chancel and Lady chapel. 
Conclusion 

1869, the date recorded on the rainwater-heads on the chancel, saw the completion of the whole enterprise. By now the church was structurally secure, new stonework had replaced cheap patchings from pre-Victorian schemes, windows had been renewed, the building was furnished in strict accordance with mid-Victorian taste, stained glass had been put in many of the windows,61 and, indeed, it looked more truly medieval than it had for the previous three centuries. The work is quintessential Scott showing his deep love for medieval architecture, especially that of the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries. This meant the unquestioning rejection of loathed modem features like pews and galleries, rendering and 'debased' post-medieval windows. Where he found hints of medieval features he would, using his great know ledge of medieval arc hitecture, reconstruct what he believed to be the original, as with the piscina and sedilia in the Lady chapel. He saw no problem in redressing the ravages of time by restoring walls and dressings to a precision that would probably have eluded the original masons. Scott's methods were not always to the taste of his contemporaries and, while he believed he was being respectful of old buildings, others, notably Ruskin and Morris, disagreed, regarding such restoration as essentially destructive. Only eight years after the completion of the Aylesbury restoration the Society for the Preservation of Ancient Buildings was founded and, capturing a new spirit that was abroad, fought successfully for more conservative approaches towards restoration. 
However, the hundreds of people who gathered for the reopening services on 27 November were no doubt delighted with the result.62 The proceedings opened at eleven o'clock with a procession from the Prebendal House, home of Archdeacon Bickersteth, 
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(Courtesy Lambeth Palace Library ) Incorporated Church Building Society file 4348. Plate 2. Seating plan, as executed, dated 23 Dec. 1854. It illustrates admirably one of the major concerns of midVictorian church restorations - the provision of the maximum amount of congregational seating. This was alwuys exclude from the chancel which was occupied by the clergy and the choir. Free seating for the poor - another important objective- was greatly expanded at Aylesbury in the 1850s. Reseating schemes usually provided a block for children, in this case 220 seats tucked away in the north aisle. 
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to the church. It consisted of the Aylesbury clergy, the Bishops of Oxford and Ely, almost a hundred other clergymen, the churchwardens, the choir, the Restoration Committee and the architect himself. The morning service concluded appropriately enough with the strains of 'Achieved is the glorious work' from Haydn's Creation. Before the afternoon service some four hundred people sat down to a celebratory dinner in the Com Exchange and, after speeches by the Bishops, the vicar, Acton Tindal and others, a toast was proposed to Gilbert Scott. In reply the great architect spoke of his pleasure at having worked on the church and expressed his conviction that the gradual way the work had been carried out had helped produce a worthy result. 'That was the way in which old churches ... should be restored,' 

he noted, 'for many a fme church had been absolutely destroyed through the unhealthy feeling of haste.' Amid loud cheers he concluded his short speech with the following words - 'those who now visited the church, instead of saying that it was "a dreadful place," would exclaim, "This is the house of Godthis is the gate of heaven."' 
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